Company insight

A new opportunity to
create graphical facades
Ever since it was founded in 1965, the Norway-based Steni has focused on supplying facade solutions that provide a
unique and durable architectural expression, with very high quality.
Steni Vision panels can be used internally and externally with
all kinds of buildings, and result in an environmentally friendly,
high-quality product.

W

ith Steni Vision panels –
made of stone composite
– Steni’s clients can
create their own unique facade
expressions. The company offers
an incredibly wide range of design
options, allowing clients to use
their own illustrations or other
graphical ideas. There are 14
standard designs and three gloss
variations to choose from.

Options for expression
Steni helps its clients give their
buildings a personal style – whether
the building is a new one or a
renovation project.
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“We ask our clients what they
want the facade to express –
integration, information, identity
or illusion? Steni Vision can be
used to adapt and add value to the
surroundings by blending in or by
adding a new perspective,” says Jan
Terje Nielsen, chief communication
and brand officer at Steni. “We
encourage our clients not to forget
that information helps people make
choices, and so to give a clear
message on the who, what, where
and why. We can help them stand
out by giving their buildings unique
personalities and attitudes. For
clients that want to show that things

are not always what they seem,
optical illusion can be a powerful
tool to enhance their architectural
expression. It’s their choice.”
The development of industrialscale files is done together with
Steni’s partner, M2uur – one of the
most competent specialists in this
field in Europe.

Wide range of usability
Steni Vision panels can be used
internally and externally with all
kinds of buildings, and result in an
environmentally friendly, highquality product that requires
minimal maintenance, a 40-year

functional warranty and a 60-year
expected lifetime.

BIM objects and
design generator
“Steni facade panels are available
as downloadable Steni BIM objects
for Revit and ArchiCAD at the
BIMobject website,” says Jan Terje
Nielsen. “I also encourage our clients
to test Steni Design Generator on
our website, where they can play
with different buildings, structures
and motifs.”
For further information
www.steni.com
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